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1.1




 
 
 
 
 
 





     





(Internet)
  

















1.2  





"Translation, the out of rendering work of one language into another".



"Translation is one language rendering what is expressed in one language or set of symbols into another

language".



"Translation: a rendering from one language or representational system into another also: The

product of such a rendering".

  


"Translation is a skill and an art as well as  a science".



"Translation is an art. It is not a mere change of language, not it is merely an independent adoption

based on the original Idea of theme"
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(Centre of a school of Translation)


        















1.4  


 



      





            
          



(Kings James)






(Etinne Dolet)















1.5

(Martin Luther)
(Academic Francaise)




(French Montaingi's)
(John Florio)(Don Quixoto)


(John Drydon)(Virgil)
"An essay of Translated Verse"



(Alexandar Pope)(William Cooper)
        (August Whihelmvon

Schelegal)(Alexander Fresher Titler)
          









(George Camblee)
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(Transcreation)
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1.8  
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        (Translation

Problems)
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(Proper Name)(Transliterational

Transcription)
Soyuz, Coffee
'Z''f'






Temple




Church

Space between the forehead & the ear

Temple Holy Place

Place of Public Worship

Sanctuary

Shrine








Old Church



1.12  

Having fired or exhausted

For a long time of specific age

Old Shabby from age or wear

Former

Not recent or modern

'Old"
Old church






 'Idioms'


Dressed Chicken, red light area










 Rama went to Madras






          




1.13

  


 I have read a good book (English)




         






         



 Avinash was hit by Sakti (English)
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(He hit a home run)
(A ball park figure)
(Go to bat for some one)
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(Source Language)

(Target Language)













          


 
  






2.2  






        









"Rosotte Stone"



  



   


       


  





 





2.3

  
(Centre of a School of Translation)


    



          














        







Theodore Savory 

(Perfect Translation)







2.4  



(Adequate Translation)






(Composite Translation)






(Scientific & Technical Translation)

    
(Matter)(Manner)

Dryden

(Metaphrase)

            



(Para Phrase)

 




(Imitation)








2.5

Catford

(Extent)



(Full Translation)

(Partial Translation)

(Level)

        


(Total Translation)

(Restricted Translation)

(Rank)



(Rank Bound Translation)

(Rank Unbound Translation)

Nida

(Formal Translation)



(Dynamic Equivalent)

           











The arts of Translation 




2.6  

A Translation must give the words of the original.


A Translation must give the ideas of the original.


A Translation should read like an original work.



A Translation should read live a Translation.


A Translation should reflect the style of the original.


A Translation should refelect the style of Translation.


A Translation should read as a contemporary of the original.


A Translation should read as a contemporary of the Translation.


A Translation may add to or omit from the original.



A Translation may never add to or omit from the original.


A Translation of verse should be in prose.


A Translation of verse should in verse.
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3.2  




 




































3.3




          



 












    



  
 





(Truthful Messanger)
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"An Mustrated Monthly Telugu Maguzine Published to dipict

Andhra Genius"
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3.11
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3.13
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4.2  




        






         






A friend to the University Students









 

 




         





4.3










 



        




 
         










 
 






4.4  





The purushartha prathaini or Nature and Man
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4.6  
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4.11
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4.13
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5.1








 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 








 





 

News






5.2  

NewsNorth, East, West, South

NewsNews
 









1. "News may be defined as any accurate fact or idea that will interest a large number of readers".




2. "News is the first report of significant events which have interest for the public".



3. "News is an account of current Idea, event or problem that interest people".



4. "News is the record of the most interesting important and accurate information obtainable about the

things man thinks and says, sees, describes plans and does".




5. "News is anything timely that is interesting and significant to readers in respect of their personal affairs or

their relation to society, and the best news is that which possesses the greatest degree of this interest

and significance for the greatest number".

    









5.3






(Important elements of News)

       




(Basic Elements)

(Additional elements).



(Basic Elements) 


    (Timliness)  (Prominance) 
(consequence)(proximity)(Change)(action)(concreatness)
(personality)(rarity)(conflict)


(Timliness)

















5.4  







(Prominance)










(proximity)


      





(Change)


       









5.5

(action)




 



(concreatness)


          








(rarity)












(conflict)





5.6  





    


(Additional elements)


       
(Celebrations)
(Adventures)(Mystery, Suspense)(Drama)(Ethics)
(Self Improvement)


(Celebrations)


  







(Adventures)












5.7


(Mystery, Suspense)

 
   




       



(Drama)







         



(Ethics)



          









5.8  



(Self Improvement)





















Sources


(Sources of News)
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(Hard

News)(Soft news)(Spot News)(News issues)



5.10  

(Events)

(Hard News)








(Soft news):









(Straight News):

      





(Feature News)


        




(Spot News) :





5.11





(News issues):



   



(News Events)

 







        




 



          










5.12  
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(News features)


(Timeliness)




5.14  






(Informative features)







(Personality Sketches)

         




           
 





(Seasonal features)






(Precedes)


 



5.15





(Qualities of a good feature writer)








  






(Planning of features)






(Sources)










5.16  






(Ideas)

 







(Ideas)


          


          








    




(Special features for children and women)
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5.18  

 



        






 




(Interviews)







InterviewOxford DictionaryOal Examination of an applicant Conversation with a

reporter, for a broadcast or publication
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(Personality Interviews)
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(Pressures)








        














5.22  




   





 
          





























5.23



  






 




 


















 




5.24  




(Daily)
           
 
 





















           



(Book Reviews)
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Op-eds
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5.30  
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6.2  

 








  





(Reporter)
Information, Report, News











    













6.3


          

   





(Journal-

ism)(Journal)
(Diurnal)(Diurnalism)
(Diurnal)(Diary)(Dialy Record of Events)





(Journal)Dialy


JournalOxford Dictionary1) News Paper (or) Periodicals \, 2)

Daily Record or Events, Dairy, 3) Book in which transactions and accounts are entered.  
Journalism
Profession of writing for or editing news papers etc.


(Journalist)Journalist
Person writing for or edition news papers
JournalJournalism
Journalist







6.4  



  
 
(Reporting)(Edition)










(Stringers) 
 
  

(Special Reporters),(Chief

Reporters),   (Foreign Reporters)     
(Correspondents)
(Chief Reporters)

P.T.I.U.N.I.
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B.C.J. -
M.C.J. - 


 










         







  











6.6  

 



 






G.K.(General Knowledge) 

(Specific Fields)












  (Foregin

Reporters) 









6.7


 







            






(Investigative Journalism)


(Investigative Journalism)











           





6.8  




    


  






(Cover)



(Round the clock)



 





        










6.9







 





         
 















 




  





6.10  



WH
5W5, H



































6.11




   (Open records or documents)   
      
Meetings
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7.1




 
 





 
 








 







 
 




(Journalism)





7.2  











(Editor)

(Chief Editor)(Chief Reporter)



(New Beats)
           












  







7.3

          



           






















  











7.4  








   


















          




           

   



7.5












 (General Reporting)
(Interpretative Rerporting)(Special Reporting)



 
 



(General Reporting)


   

 





        


 



7.6  




(Interpretative Rerporting)





        

          


(Specialised Reporting)


         

 

 

     



(Rural Reporting)











7.7







(Agricultural Reporting)


















(Business Reporting)













7.8  


 








  





          
 
          




       
(Human Interest)
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7.10  
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7.12  
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8.2  







 

















 




 



 







8.3


         






















 









(Editorial)
(Editor)




8.4  







(Associate Editors)

(Assistant Editors)(News

Editor)
(Editorials)

(Sub Editors)



(Senior Sub Editor)






 (Sub Editors)


      






(Sub Editors)(Reporters)

(Graduation)(Post Graduation)



8.5











(Copy)









(Sub Editors) 


(Placement)




 











8.6  



















(Mofussil Reporters or Sstringers)

           











Who is who(Reference Books) 




        



8.7











 

    


























8.8  

  
   














(Spelling mistakes)
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8.10  
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9.3
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9.5


   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   



   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   



   

   

   

   

   



9.6  
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9.8  








 

































9.9




























   













9.10  




























  


 











9.11































  



   





9.12  
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9.14  
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9.16  
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9.18  
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9.20  













 It (Vivekavardhani) made more history than any Telugu

Journal that proceed or followed
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9.22  
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9.25
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10.6  










  



  




















 



10.7

 




 
 


 



























   




10.8  


















          




























10.9





















 

 











 


           








10.10  


Investigative interviews





          
    







Emotional Interviews
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10.12  
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11.2  





  
 









        
    
         














 




11.3















         























11.4  

















































11.5




 






































11.6  

  



 (BHEL) BHEL 
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12.4  

         

   





























































 12.5


 




(Picturization)(Voice Sound Effects)
   



       



    
         


















     




12.6  


 


 

 


 



 


 













          



(Picture Composition)(Picture Selection)
 (Picture Arrangement) 




 12.7









  








        
         






  














12.8  












(Idea)(Brievity)
(Research)(Desing)(Structure and Visual

Treatment)(Draft Script)(Final Script)(Camera Script)

          




  






















 12.9





































 
      
          
  





12.10  


(Draft Script)

(Final Script)(Camera Script)


(Draft Script)








(Final Script)






(Editing)











 
   




 12.11







        
(Technical Script)
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NACO HIV

HIV
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D.W."India's Prostitution Villages" 
"Israel - Birth of a State"
"Jericho

The First City on Earth?" 
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13.12  




 



(Social Media)


(Film)
   (Feature Film / Cinema) 

(Optical Illusion)









  


        



   
 





 13.13












          









  








       







13.14  






  


  
 


 




         



















 13.15


 






























14.1







 

 

 



 

 

 

 





(News Stories)

(Live Read)

(Voice Over)

(Packages)

(Live Read)


(Voice Over)













14.2  

 




(Structure)
(Lead)(Transitions)






























(Active Voice) 


(Acronyms)



14.3







O/C - On Camera -

V/O - Voice Over -

Full CG - Full Character Generator -


SOT - Sound on Tape -

Remote -

















(Production Formats)





(Production)

(Selling Approach)





14.4  

"Advertisement Spots"








   
Sponser




Station Time Check
 



(Production Techniques)



 
Side Effects


Time Presentations














14.5





CEAT














B.P.L.











 Special Effects
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(Key Selling Point)
Lifebouy Soap







14.7




         
















         












 




       
ISI



14.8  











Amul Chocolate"A gift for someone you love"
"Thumsup"

(Action

copy)
"Poly

Unstaturated Fats"  
 


 





Introducing for the first time (In India), 'New', 'Last Chance', 'Natural', 'Latest', 'Sensational',

'Direct from Japan', 'recommended by Doctors', 'with foreign collaboration', 'Hundred percent pure', etc.
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Electronic Special Effects
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(Full Script)(Partial Script),(Run Downsheet), (Story Board)

(Full Script)


(Shots),
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(Split Page)

  



(Full Page)










(News Script)












(Partial Script)

 




14.12  









(Run Downsheet)







(Story Board)
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